
STEP & EXTENSION LADDER 
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS







Ladder labels are required by ANSI
standards to list the highest standing
level (see sample labels on p. 6).

Use these charts to determine the
right ladder length for your job:

According to the extension ladder length selection guide above, in order to access a roof 25 feet from the
ground, the minimum ladder length required would be 32 feet.

Never over-extend an extension ladder. See the following chart for ANSI (American National Standards 
Institute) requirements. For minimum overlap requirements between each ladder section (base and each 
fly section).

Remember, you must never stand on or above the third rung from the top of an extension 
ladder, or the first step below the top cap of a stepladder.

OVERLAP (FT.)*

LADDER SIZE (FT.) TYPE I & IA TYPE II & III

UP TO AND INCLUDING 32’ 3’ 3’

OVER 32’, UP TO AND INCLUDING 36’ 4’ 4’

OVER 36’, UP TO AND INCLUDING 48’ 5’ 5’

OVER 48’ 6’ –

* The tolerance on the overlap is ±2” for two-section ladders and 
±3” for extension ladders other than two-section.

STEP LADDER HEIGHT
SELECTION GUIDE EXTENSION LADDER LENGTH SELECTION GUIDE

  STEPLADDER 
SIZE

APPROX. HIGHEST 
STANDING LEVEL

  LADDER 
SIZE

MAX. EXT. 
LENGTH

*HT. TO
TOP SUPPORT

**ACCESSIBLE 
ROOF HT. RANGE

4’ 1’ 11” 16’ 13’ 7 ½’– 12 ½’ 4 ½’– 9 ½’
5’ 2’ 10” 20’ 17’ 9 ½’– 16 ½’ 6 ½’– 13 ½’
6’ 3’ 9” 24’ 21’ 11 ½’– 20’ 8 ½’– 17’
7’ 4’ 9” 28’ 25’ 13 ½’– 24’ 10 ½’– 21’
8’ 5’ 8” 32’ 29’ 15 ½’– 28’ 12 ½’– 25’

10’ 7’ 7” 36’ 32’ 17’– 31’ 14’– 28’
12’ 9’ 6” 40’ 35’ 19’– 33 ½’ 16’– 30 ½’
14’ 11’ 5” 44’ 39’ 21’– 33 ½’ 18’– 34 ½’
16’ 13’ 4” 48’ 43’ 23’– 41 ½’ 20’– 38 ½’
18’ 15’ 3” 60’(1) 48’ 23’– 46 ½’ 20’– 43 ½’
20’ 17’ 2” (1) Three-section extension 

**Allows for 3 feet extension above support point



Choosing the Ladder Material
Your choice of ladders is also influenced by the environment of your work site. For example, you must use a 
clean, dry fiberglass ladder if you are working near sources of electricity. That’s because metal ladders can 
easily conduct electricity to you, causing serious injury or death. Don’t forget that sweat, oil, paint, caulk, 
and grease can conduct electricity. Make certain your ladder is free of these substances and any other dirt 
or debris.

L: LOOK FOR DAMAGED OR MISSING PARTS
Always check for damage before using any ladder. Do not use a damaged ladder. Conduct your inspection 
before you leave for the job site.
1. Begin at the bottom, making sure the feet are not broken or malfunctioning and that the slip-resistant

pads are secure.
2. Inspect the ladder for cracks, bends, and splits on side rails, rungs, and steps.
3. Check all rung/step-to-side rail connections, as well as hardware, fittings, and accessories. Make sure

both rung locks are in working order.
4. Test the rope and pulley for smooth operation. Replace the rope if frayed or partially cut.
5. All pivotal connections and the rung-locks should be well-lubricated.
6. All bolts and rivets should be secure. Never use a ladder if any bolts or rivets are missing or if the joints

between the steps (or rungs) and the side rails are not tight.
7. Make sure the ladder (particularly the steps and rungs) is free of foreign materials such as

oil and grease.
8. If you’re using a stepladder, make sure the spreader braces are not bent, are secure

and working properly.

Use a ladder-inspection chart as a guide for evaluating the safety of a ladder. 
Remember to inspect the ladder before you travel to the job site, because once 
you’re there you’ll be tempted to use the ladder regardless of its condition. 

Always mark unsafe ladders by using a damaged-ladder tag (see sample 
illustration).

Be sure to store damaged ladders away from usable ladders. Have them repaired 
as soon as possible. Destroy unrepairable ladders immediately.

TRANSPORTING A LADDER
Accidents can happen while transporting the ladder to the job site. A ladder is 
long and awkward, and can cause injuries and property damage during transport. 
When possible, two people should carry an extension ladder. If you carry it 
yourself, keep the front end of the ladder slightly higher than the back end.

Never move or reposition an extension ladder without completely retracting the fly 
section. Failure to do so can cause serious injury or death.

Secure both ends of a ladder when transporting it on a vehicle. Use care when placing ladders onto or 
removing from ladder racks.



I: 
A major cause of falls from ladders is improper set-up. Many accidents can be avoided with common sense 
and good work practices. Using proper set-up techniques will give your ladder maximum stability and help 
ensure your safety. 

Preparing to Use a Ladder
Your first step is to rid the area of hazards.

Point out as many unsafe conditions as you can in the environment below.

Angle of Inclination
Extension and single ladders should be erected at a pitch of approximately 75.5° from the horizontal 
support surface for optimum resistance to slide out of the ladder, and balance of the climber. To create the 
75.5° angle, the ladder should be one foot away from the wall for every four feet of the ladder’s length to 
the support point. This is known as the “one-quarter rule”.

1. Worker should be using a fiberglass ladder due to close proximity to electrical wires.
2. Clutter around base of the ladder should have been moved.
3. Wrong ladder selection. Worker is standing too high. Never stand on or above the first 

step below the top cap of a stepladder.
4. The area was not blocked off.









AVOIDING HAZARDS

judgement or limits your ability to work safely.

CARING FOR A LADDER
Properly caring for a ladder helps maximize its life span.

ladders, particularly non-conductive ladders, as these substances can provide a path for electrical 
currents to travel over the surface of the ladder and endanger the user.

B: BE A SAFETY EXPERT – NOT A STATISTIC
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